44	PROBLEM OF TYPES IN HISTORY
vessel was righted, a feeling of boundless joy flooded tny whole
being. I said to the Master: 'From this cell, in whirh I uw
seated before thee, I behold within mo a true vision, ami it itt
as though another Tewekkul-Beg wero seated before unothn-
Molla-Shah.' "
The Master explained this to him as the first phenomena
of his initiation. Other visions soon followed, when once
the way to the primitive real images had been opened
up.
The reality of the predicate is granted a priori^ since it
has always existed in the human mind.   Only by subse-
quent criticism is the abstraction deprived of the character
of reality.   Even in the time of Plato the belief in the
magical reality of the word-idea was so great that it wu«
actually worth the philosopher's while to devise traps or
fallacies by which he was able, with the aid of the ahsuluto
verbal significance, to extort an absurd reply*   A simple
example is the Enkekalymmenos (the veiled man) fallacy t
called after the Megarian Eubulides*    It is worded us
follows: " Canst thou recognize thy father ?   Yen,   Canst
thou  recognise this veiled   man?    No,    Thou contra*
dictest thyself; for this veiled man is thy fat hen   Thus
thou canst recognize thy father and yet at the .same time
not recognize him"   The fallacy lies merely in this, that
the one questioned naively assumes that the word ' recog-
nize' designates in all cases one and the same objective
matter of fact, while in reality its validity is limited only to
certain definite cases,   The fallacy of the Keratines (the
horned one) rests upon the same principle;  it runs ast
follows: "What thou hast not lost, thou still hast; thou
hast not lost horns, therefore thou hast horns,"    Here also
the fallacy lies in the naJvett of the questioned one, who
accepts in the premise a definite matter of fact   It could
be convincingly proved by this method that  absolute
verbal significance was a delusion.   As a consequence, the
reality of the generic concept, which in the form of the

